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Engineers use assembly instructions when they make 
items so they can assemble the pieces correctly each 
time they make a part, very similar to a recipe for a cake. 
 
The instructions presented in tables are in the same 
format an Engineer would create when they are 
designing how to put a part together.  
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The Engineering section of this badge is all about finding out what Engineering is all about whilst having fun and learning at the 
same time. To complete this badge, you will need to complete this Section 1 and 3 activities from the list of Engineering activi 
ties. There are 10 to choose from. 
 
Section 1 
 
Ask the group as a whole what they think Engineering is and what an engineer does? 

 
Engineering uses maths and science to solve problems. 

Engineering is looking at problems in everyday life, making them simpler and easier to understand 
People who look at these problems are called engineers. 

  
“Engineers use Science and Maths to find out the best way to create new things and improve existing  

products” (Kids Britannica) 
 
In Appendix 1 (found in the Engineering resource pack), you will find 16 slides showing pictures of Engineering.  Depending on 
the number of girls you may need to print more than one group of these slides. 
 
To play the game, scatter the pictures at one end of the room and organise the girls into sixes or groups at the other end of the 
room.  The first person in the group runs to pick up a picture and bring it back to the group, then the next person goes and so 
on until all the photos are with the group at the start line. Ask the girls to sort the photos into those they think show Engineer 
ing and those that do not.   
 
Alternatively, if you have a small number of girls you can scatter the photos around the room and ask the girls to only pick up 
the photo which shows engineering, leaving behind the photos, they think do not show what engineering is.   
 
Once all the girls have selected their photos, go through a selection of the photos and ask why they think it shows Engineering 
and similarly ask why they think a picture does not show engineering. 
 
In fact, all the photos show Engineering. As an aid a brief outline of each photo is given in Appendix 1. 
 
In Appendix 2 (also found in the Engineering resource pack), there are 7 slides explaining different types of Engineering.  Explain 
there are lots of different types of Engineering each with its own important function. Go through briefly each slide showing a 
different type of Engineering and then place these slides on a table or a wall.  Ask the girls to use the pictures of Engineering 
they have just collected and place each picture with the slide showing the type of Engineering they think it is, for example the 
picture of the bridge would be put with Civil Engineering. 
 
When the girls have completed this pick a few at random and ask the girls to tell you why they put it in that section. 
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Notes for Leaders 

The bridge can be made stronger by folding the paper.  This shows how a lightweight material can be layered to make it strong 
er.  The best method is to concertina the paper (just as if you were making a paper fan) This will hold the most amount of coins 
as the weight of the coins will be spread out along the paper rather than being focused on one part of the paper.  

 

Supplies 

Each group will need: 
 

 2 books or 2 blocks of wood 

 A4 paper 

 Bag of coins (eg £1 bag of 2p coins) 

 Strip of blue paper  

 

Directions 

1. Place the blocks/books approx. 15cm apart and put the strip of blue paper on the table between the two blocks to represent 

a river.   

2. Split the girls into groups or sixes and ask the them to make a paper bridge strong enough to hold the largest amount of 2p 

coins possible. They can fold the paper any way they wish.  

3. The winner is the group with the most 2p coins on their bridge without the bridge touching the river below. 

4. Take photos of your different bridge ideas for your Challenge folder. 
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Notes for Leaders 

Aeroplanes use thrust to gain the most amount of power from the engine. Thrust is the force that pushes the plane forward 
and is made by the propeller of a jet engine.  Make your own balloon rocket to show how this force works. 

 

Directions 

 
 

1 2 3 

 
 

 

You will need string, straw, piece of sticky 
tape, balloon, scissors 

Cut the straw in half Thread the half piece of straw onto the 
length of string 

4 5 6 

 
  

Tie the string to a strong item eg  2 chairs 
or wall hooks 

 Blow up the balloon and hold the end 
tightly 

Cut a piece of sticky tape 

7 8  

  

This activity shows how make planes, cars 
and rockets can be made to go faster.  

Take pictures of your rockets to include in 
your Challenge folders.   

Take the piece of sticky tape and while 
still holding the end of the inflated bal 
loon, stick this to the piece of straw on 
the string 

Still holding the balloon take the balloon 
to one end of the string and LET GO! 
How far did it go? Alter the length of the 
string to see what happens. 
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Notes for Leaders 

Making your own wind turbine. Due to global warming Renewable energy is becoming more important. One such renewable 
energy resource we have plenty of on the Isle of Man is wind. In this activity you can build your own wind turbine and try lifting 
a small load. 
 
Engineers use assembly instructions when they make items so they can assemble the pieces correctly each time they make a 
part, very similar to a recipe for a cake. The instructions below are in the same format an Engineer would create when they are 
designing how to put a part together.  
 

Directions 

 
Wind Turbine Instructions 

1 2 3 

   

You will need a piece of A4 card, scis 
sors, pencil with eraser end, map pin, 
ball of string, small wooden clothes 
pegs 

Fold A4 paper into 4 and cut along 
the fold lines giving you 4 rectangles 

Take one of the rectangles and fold 
the bottom corner to the opposite 
side to make a triangle 

4 5 6 

 
 

 

Cut along the top of the triangle to 
give a rectangle of paper 

Cut this rectangle in half to give 2 
strips. Put to one side to use later, 

Unfold the triangle to make a square 
and fold in half again the opposite 
way, so you have 2 diagonal fold lines  
as above. 
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Wind Turbine Instructions continued 

7 8 9 

 
 

 

Cut HALFWAY along each of these 4 
folds towards the centre 

Fold alternate corners to the centre 
securing with glue or blue tac. 

Locate the pencil and map pin. 

10 11 12 

   

Ask an adult to pin the centre of the 
paper to the pencil eraser, not too 
tight so the wheel will still turn 

Cut a piece of string to 30cm and cut 
a small length of tape. 

Attach the string to the pencil about 
5cm from the eraser end of the pen 
cil. Attach 3 small pegs to the bottom 
of the string for the weight 

13 14 15 

   

Take the 2 strips made in Step 5 to 
gether with the sticky tape or you can 
use blue tac so you do not damage 
the work surface. 

Put the strips over the non-eraser 
end of the pencil and stick to the 
work surface at the edge as shown 
above using sticky tape or blue tac. 

Blow on the turbine to make it turn. 
If the turbine does not rotate ensure 
the pin is not secured too tight and is 
holding all the paper corners. 
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Wind Turbine Instructions continued 

16 17 18 

 
  

  
  

If the turbine still does not rotate, 
you may also need to press open the 
arms of the turbine. 

When your turbine turns you will see 
the string being wrapped around the 
pencil which in turn lifts up the pegs. 

As the turbine turns the pencil is ro 
tated so the string goes around the 
pencil, which shortens the string so 

makes the pegs go up. 
So the wind is lifting the pegs 

19 

  
Repeat from Box 3. until all 4 pieces of paper are made into turbines. 

Take pictures of your windmills to include in the Challenge folder. 
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Notes for Leaders 

Robots are machines that can do all sorts of tasks such as lifting things and moving them around factories, but how does a  
robotic arm work. In this activity we make a robotic arm. This robotic arm can then be used in Activity 5. 
 

Directions 

 
 

Robot Arm Instructions 

1 2  3 

 
  

You will need 1 piece of A4 paper, 2x 
30cm rulers, 2 elastic bands, 1 marshmal 
low 

Fold paper over and over lengthways to 
make a strip of paper 4cm wide 

Loosely roll the paper like a snail shell. 

4 5 6 

   

Place the roll of paper between the rulers 
about 5cm from the end. 

Wrap one elastic band where the paper 
roll is and the other elastic band at the 
other end. 

Press the end of the rulers together to 
open the robot arm. 

7 8 9 

  

Take photos of your robot arms to  

include in their Challenge folders.  

Use your robot arm to pick up the marsh 
mallow 

Release your grip on the robot arm to 
drop the marshmallow. 
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Notes for Leaders 

Robots are used in many different places such as car assembly lines, food factories, in the disposal of land mines and even in 
outer space. Robots cannot think for themselves they have to be given a set of instructions or a “program” to know what to do 
and when. In this activity the girls are going to become programmers. 
 
This activity can be done by using the robot arm made in Activity 4 or you can use Alternative Method 2 which uses pictures 
instead.  

 

Programming Activity Alternate Method 1 

Supplies 

 Robotic Arm made in Activity 4 

 2 Brownies 

 2 plastic food containers 

 1 marshmallow 

 1 blindfold  

 

Directions 

1. Put marshmallow in one of the food containers. 

2. One brownie is the programmer, the other is the Robot. 

3. Blindfold the Robot brownie and give her the robot arm. 

4. The “Robot” cannot ask questions she can only follow the simple instructions given to her by the programmer such as move 

left, move right, lift up, put down etc. 

5. Give instructions to the “Robot” to tell her how to get the marshmallow from one plastic container to the other. 

6. After the marshmallow has been moved from one container to the next swap roles so the Programmer becomes the Robot 

and vice versa. 

7. Take photos of your activity for the Challenge folder as evidence. 
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Programming Activity Alternate Method 2 

Supplies 

 Picture of the wind turbine and a picture of one of the arms of a wind turbine (See Appendix 3 in the Engineering resource 

pack) 

 2 brownies 

 1 pack of Blue Tac 

 1 blindfold  

 

Directions 

1. Put the picture of the wind turbine on the wall with Blue Tac, and put a piece of Blue Tac on the back of the arm of the sin 

gle turbine arm. 

2. One brownie is the programmer, the other is the Robot. 

3. Blindfold the Robot brownie and give her the turbine arm 

4. The “Robot” cannot ask questions she can only follow the simple instructions given to her by the programmer such as move 

left, move right, lift up, put down etc. 

5. Give instructions to the “Robot” to tell her how to get the turbine arm 

6. After the turbine arm has been positioned correctly the brownies should swap roles so the Programmer becomes the Robot 

and vice versa 

7. Take photos during the activity for the Challenge folder.  

Once all the brownies have been the programmer and the Robot discuss with them: 

 What was hard? 

 What would make it easier? 

 Did you run into obstacles? 

 In real life robots have cameras or sensors which tell them where they are – a feedback system such as acknowledging a 

command.  Would answering or confirming the instructions make it easier? 

 Did you understand the instructions? If yes why if no ask why not  

 Think of ways to improve it and repeat the activity 
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Notes for Leaders 

Computers might seem smart, but in reality, they can only do exactly what they're told. They get instructions from their pro 
grams, and if the program is wrong, the computer can't get the job done. When computer engineers are developing a computer 
program, they must test and retest it to make sure it does what it's supposed to.  
 
Try this activity to see what happens when a program isn't exactly correct and how to get it right.  

 

Supplies 

 Paper 

 Pens or pencils 

 Materials to do the activity described in the program, as required 

 

Directions 

1. Divide the girls into teams of two or three. Give each team some paper and a pen. 

2. Have each team write a program, a set of detailed instructions, for completing a simple task. For example: Tying a shoelace, 

brushing teeth or washing hands, making a cheese sandwich, packing gear into a backpack for a hike. 

3. When the teams have finished writing their instructions, have them trade with another team. 

4. Each team reads the instructions they have to a "computer" (one girl or Leader) who must follow the instructions to com 

plete the task. The instructions must be read exactly as written—no additional details or explanations can be given to the 

computer—and the computer must follow them precisely. If anything is confusing, or if any steps are left out, the computer 

must proceed as best she can. 

5. Did the instructions work? Were any details left out? Could the computer follow the instructions? 

6. Give the girls a few minutes to revise their programs. Can the computer do better the second time around? 

7. Include their instructions as part of your evidence. 

 

How to increase the Engineering Factor 

You can easily adapt this activity for girls of different ages and abilities by choosing a task at an appropriate level. The more 

complex the task, the more challenging this activity. You can also increase the challenge level by setting a time limit. 
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Notes for Leaders 

Chemical Engineering is about using materials in different ways to make them into useful items.  In this challenge you will be 
given a paper plate and have to make the longest continuous strip by just cutting the paper plate. Have a competition to see 
who can make the longest continuous strip from a paper plate. 
 

You’ll need paper plates (have lots of spare plates as there will be lots of attempts), scissors and tape measure. 

 

Directions 

Give each brownie a paper plate and a pair of scissors. Ask them to cut the plate in any way they wish, in such a way as to make 
one long piece of plate as long as they can without it breaking. When they decided how to cut the plate have a competition to 
see whose plate is the longest.  
 
The next challenge is to make the plate into a hoop big enough that they can pass it over their head and step through it. There 
must be no breaks it must be one circle of paper.  Let the brownies try to achieve it and if needed use the instructions below. 

 

 
 Paper Plate Hoop Instructions 

1 2 3 

 
 

 

You will need a paper plate and scissors. Fold the plate in half. Cut strips 1-2cm wide up to the rim of the 
plate. 

4 5 6 

   

Rotate the plate and cut into the middle 
of the strips you have just cut up to 1cm 
from the middle of the plate. 

Cut along the folded edge WITHOUT 
cutting the 2 end folds. 

Open the plate out carefully and step 
through it. 
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Notes for Leaders 

CAUTION: The button batteries in this kit pose a risk if swallowed which can have very serious health consequences. To keep 

risk to acceptable levels activity leaders must restrict access to the batteries by distributing them to individual children as need 

ed. Small children at risk of putting batteries in their mouths must not take part in this activity.   

This kit is designed for children between the ages of 5 - 12, although children outside of this age range are not excluded from 

usage. The purpose of this kit is to illustrate a very simple circuit, and allow children the satisfaction of having built their own 

"torch".  

To order this kit complete the order form in the Engineering resource pack.  

  

Supplies 

Each torch is made of:  

 1 foam core 

 2 batteries, 1.5V 

 1 LED 

 2 polystyrene outer layers 

 1 long sticker 

  

Directions 

1. Pop the pre-cut hole out of the foam core; 

2. Insert two batteries in the hole, both facing the same direction; 

3. Place the legs of the LED over the foam core, ensuring that the longer (positive) leg is touching the positive (flat) side of the 

batteries. Squeeze the LED legs to ensure that the light works; 

4. Carefully place both polystyrene outer layers onto the foam core, making sure that the LED legs will still touch the battery 

when assembled; 

5. Use the long sticker to hold the torch together. 

6. Take pictures of your torches for your Challenge folder. 
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Learning points 

LEDs 

A light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor device that gives off light when an electrical current 

passes through it. An LED has many advantages over a light bulb and generally will last longer and is 

less fragile.  

However, LEDs have some limitations, first the current must flow in the correct direction from posi 

tive to negative, and second the current must not be greater than 20mA or the LED can be damaged.  

LEDs have an anode and a cathode and these have to be connected the correct way round or they 

will not light up. The long leg is the anode and the short leg is the cathode. Alternatively you can 

identify the cathode since it is nearest the flat surface on the body of the LED.  

 

Batteries in Series 

There are two ways to connect batteries, in series or in parallel. Connecting cells in series, positive to negative, produces a 

greater voltage. Connecting cells in parallel, positive to positive and negative to negative, retains the same voltage but the 

battery will last much longer than a single cell.  

 

 

Thank you to IET for the content of this activity. 

https://www.theiet.org/
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Notes for Leaders 

This kit is designed for children between the ages of 5-12, although children outside of this age range (and adults!) will probably 

find it fun as well.  

The purpose of this kit is to demonstrate an unusual flyer made of paper. This opens the way for a conversation about aerody 

namics and principles of flight.  

To order this kit complete the order form in the Engineering resource pack.  

 

Supplies 

Each glider is made of:  

 1 straw 

 1 long length of paper 

 1 short length of paper 

 Tape to hold it all together (not in the kit) 

  

Directions 

1. Assemble the long length of paper into a circle and secure with tape. Overlap the ends a bit to make a strong circle;  

2. Assemble the short length of paper in the same way; 

3. Tape the larger circle to one end of the straw; 

4. Tape the smaller circle to the opposite end of the straw - make sure both circles are on the same side of the straw; 

5. Launch your glider, smaller circle in front. 

6. Take photos of your gliders in action for your evidence. 

  

How does it work?  

A hoop glider uses the four forces of flight to fly, just like a paper airplane. A force is a push or a pull, and four main forces keep 

our hoop glider in flight.  

 Thrust propels the glider into the air. 
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 Weight (gravity) pulls the glider toward the ground. 

 Lift is the difference in air pressure that keep the glider aloft. 

 Drag is the force that opposes the glider's motion through the air. 

The hoops act as wings, their curved shape allows the air flowing around them to create lift. Your arm provides the thrust; the 

air the glider flies through creates drag until weight pulls the glider to earth. When lift is greater than weight, flight is possible.  

  

Thinking like an engineer 

 What if you use more hoops?  

 What if different sized strips of paper are used?  

 What if your glider has cargo? (Try a paperclip)  

 What if different types of straws are used? 

 What if the hoops are placed differently?  

 What if the straw is longer or shorter?  

Thank you to IET for the content of this activity. 

https://www.theiet.org/
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Pick one of the following: 
 
 Visit a local Engineering company and have a look round 
 Contact your local Engineering company and see if one of their female engineers would visit your unit to tell them more of 

what they do 
 Find out what 3 of your local Engineering companies on the island make and where they are used 
 
 

Notes for Leaders 

Swagelok Limited based in Tromode, offer a dedicated Engineering night which includes some of the activities in this challenge 
as well as treasure hunt tour of the factory with some of their female Engineers. 

 
By visiting the Swagelok factory, you'll obtain the Engineering badge because the night consists of these four activities: 
 
 Finding out about the different kinds of engineering 
 Making a torch  
 Making a glider  
 Treasure Hunt Factory Tour 
 
Book your visit now by emailing Ruth at Ruth.Watterson@Swagelok.com.  
 
You will receive a certificate as evidence for their Challenge folder.  
 
 

mailto:Ruth.Watterson@Swagelok.com

